
Curriculum Year 3/4 Room 8 Term 2 2022 

We will continue with the Term 1 program in order to consolidate the skills learned in this, a 

reporting term, along with introducing new concepts, and new topic areas in HASS, Science 

and Health. 

English 

Reading and Viewing 

Reading strategies; finding the main idea, recalling facts and details and understanding 
sequencing skills will continue to be practised and revised through a differentiated guided 
reading model. This includes; whole class modelling and explicit teaching of reading 
strategies, integrated throughout learning areas. Students are learning about fact and 
opinion along with inferencing which will further support their writing focus. We are 
studying the novel, “George’s Marvellous Medicine”, where we identify and discuss the 
author’s choices for example; the use of descriptive language to establish setting and 
atmosphere, and the language used to describe the traits of characters to draw readers in. 
Viewing is a direct cross-curricular activity with HASS. (see HASS notes) 

Writing 

The focus is on persuasive texts. Students include the relevant components of the text type 
whilst using vocabulary, including technical vocabulary, and a combination of appropriate 
simple, compound and complex sentences to express and combine ideas for clarity and 
audience impact.  This includes; an introduction stating their position, paragraphs 
supporting their argument and a conclusion to persuade their audience. Students continue 
to write narratives and will be introduced to various poetry types. They complete daily 
writing in a self-reflection journal. 

Punctuation and Grammar 

Students continue to learn where to place full stops and capital letters, along with explicit 
teaching and learning about commas and paragraphing. Weekly activities assist with 
sentence structure, identifying nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Students will develop 
their editing skills by reviewing and editing their own writing.  

Spelling/Phonics 

Students continue focussing on spelling patterns and rules, with a weekly or fortnightly 
sound based on their text Sound Waves. They explore generalisations for adding a suffix to a 
base word to form a plural or a past tense.  Students use their knowledge to make decisions 
about how to spell more unfamiliar words they encounter. 

 

 



Speaking and Listening 

Students participate in collaborative discussions, build on connecting ideas and opinions 
expressed by others and reflect on their own understanding against others’ views. They will 
learn the specific speaking or listening skills of different group roles and how to use 
language appropriately in different situations. They will experiment with voice effects in 
formal presentations such as tone, volume and pace. 

Maths 

Number and Algebra 

We continue to learn how to order and represent numbers to 10 000 (Year3) and 100 000 
(Year 4) and the place value of these numbers, along with the introduction of decimals. We 
look closely at the number line and investigate; tenths, hundredths and thousandths and the 
relationship between whole numbers and their parts.  We explore how fractions, decimals 
and percentages interrelate and how they are used in our world. We continue to solve word 
problems by partitioning larger numbers and understanding what operation to use. Students 
are focussing on recalling multiplication facts up to 10x10 and related division facts and 
multiples. They describe, continue, and create number patterns resulting from performing 
addition and subtraction and recognise and explain the connections. We continue to practise 
fluency and mental strategies such as halving, doubling, bridging to the nearest 10, rounding, 
and drawing on basic facts we know and compatible numbers to solve more difficult 
problems. 

Measurement and Geometry 

Students measure, order and compare objects using familiar metric units of length, mass and 
capacity. They identify symmetry in the environment. They identify angles as measures of 
turn and compare angle sizes in everyday situations. They will create and interpret simple grid 
maps to show position and pathways. Tell time to the minute and investigate the relationship 
between units of time. This learning will occur whilst making connections to decimals as being 
parts of a whole (eg. minutes/hour, centimetres/metres, cents/dollar). 

Statistics and Probability 

Students conduct chance experiments, identify and describe possible outcomes and 
recognise variation in results. They interpret and compare data displays and have a 
developing understanding of chance in different contexts, including recognising the element 
of chance in every day events based on their previous knowledge. Students use language 
that determines possibility and uncertainty and distinguish between ‘possible’ and 
‘impossible’ in the literal sense. 

 

 

 



Science 

Biology 

Students are exploring differences between living, non-living and products of living things. 
This includes, life cycles, anatomy of plants, and materials. They will recognise the 
characteristics of living things and how to sort and classify them. This includes investigating 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples’ use of observable features of classifying living 
things and how these systems differ from those used by contemporary science. 

Health 

Taking Pride by being Respectful, Organised and Safe. 

Students focus on personal, social and emotional factors that contribute to becoming persistent 

and resilient. This includes developing specific strategies that promote their health, safety and 

well-being and identifying and recognising unsafe or uncomfortable situations. They know 

who to speak with to get help in various contexts and understand that we all have the right to 

feel safe at all times. We implement the Zones of Regulation and the Friendly Schools Plus 

program.  

HASS 

Geography 

We are learning the location of Australian states, territories, capital cities and major regional 
centres of Western Australia and the location, and identifying attributes of Australia’s major 
natural features. Students will investigate the natural resources of the environment and 
draw on literature from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures to explore 
commonalities and differences of experiences and ideas, including how their ways of living 
were adapted to available resources and how their connection to Country influences their 
views on sustainability of the resources. 

 


